
/ LONDON GROUP REPORT TO THE THIRD SGM. (26/1/75). 

I.General. The CFB is facing a serious crisis. We cannot con
tinue, as we have been, limping from one ~roblem to the next 
with no clear perspeetives of ·the way forward, or of our com
mitment to the class struggle. At a time when the contradictions 
of capitalism are more acute than they have been at any time 
since the war, we must either change qualitatively or be con
demned to irrelevancy_and early collapse. 

The forthingcoming SGM is therefore a crucial one. 
We must examin our past record frontally and honestly. This 
is not time for petty recriminations or snide attacks, nor for 
the cosiness of friendship groups. We must fully commit our
selv~s to building the vangUard party of the working class, 
recognise our weaknesses and firmly oppose those eroneous 
tendencies that are holding us back. Only through such prin
cipled struggle will we advance to a higher level of unit~ 
and political effectiveness. 

II.GrouE Assessment. Before analysing the perspectives for the 
· CFB as a whole, we must realistically assess the weaknesses 

and strengths of the London Group. 
Membership. The membership of the group is predominantly 
intellectual, and the members generally work in relatively 
isolated fields of work. This means that we have a particular 
responsibility to fight against any tendencies towards academ
icism and individualism. VIe must realise that these are the 
main dangers facing the group, and must welcome any criticism 
in this respect. These dangers will be overcome by collective 
discussion of individuals' work, and in general, through the 
method of criticism and self-criticism. Some advances have 
been made in this. It is vital that these continue, if we 
are to develop a thoroughgoing proletarian outlook, increase 
our range of contacts, and build the M-L movement in London. 
In particular, if we are to transform the class composition 
of the group, we must continue our work in the factory in west 
London, andmrust make use of shorter study courses concentrating 
on tne central principles of Marxism-Leninism. 
Mass Work. The weaknesses are reflected in our mass work, and 
it is through developing our mass work in a correct way that 
they will be rectified. 

The main aim of our mass work in London is to build 
the party." by gaining experience in class struggle, developing 
contacts -into members, developing and applying working lines. 
This most important area of London's worlt - on it hinges the 
development of the Party in this area. Our mass work must be 
understood as the principal aspect of the contradiction 
between the aims of the group and the actual level of our 
development. For us, as for the whole CFB, collective prac
tice is primary. 

The caucuses must build their work based on real 
collective effort, as has not always been the case. in the past. 
This effort must be directed at propaganda in their field and 
at giving leadership to the activists involved. Caucuses m~st 
be the realisation of the capacity and conviction of the group 
to do this. We do not have the strength of either cadres or 
of agreed working lines to attempt to reach the "masses". 

All our mass work must incorporate both immediate 
and long term aims. We need to understand the problems con
fronting the caucus now and also work towards understanding 
the future direction that field must take, its working line. 
The TU caucus ha~ concentrated too much on its programme of 
leaflets at the exclusion o£ other work. It must give greater 
emphasis to its ~embers' problems in trade union work and at 
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their place of work. And to carrying on study around the 
Coventry working line and. the original criticisms we sent. 
This will combine .the immediate and long term - giving greater 
conviction and capacity for collective practicee 

The- Ireland caucus should continue applying group's 
general line and the Statement on TOM work. Their propaganda 
should be aimed at giving a lead in London TOM and at helping 
to demonstrate (internally to the CFB) the errors in the present 
majority line. 

fhe main weakness of the WL caucus has been the in
ability to carry on real collective. work., While this reflects 
the fragmented nature of the movem:a.nt as a whole, it also _is 
the result q.f real contradictions in the caucus. Work must 
be done to overcome these contradictions, with more guidance 
from the group committee and more support from the group. 
Study. While rightly guarding against the main danger of 
academicism, and seeing the need to develop our mass. work, we 
must also avoid the opposite danger of denying the need for 
theory. The tendency towards empiricism, both in the group 
and the Federation, is one which we must learn to recognise 
and firmly oppose. We need to improve our theoretical level, 
not in opposition to our practice, in order to strengthen 
and develop ·it. 

The group must also use study as an active means of 
developing and encouraging contacts and recruits. In the past 
we have had three levels of study for members and contacts. 
Namely, the loqal/informal discussion groups; the planned 
courses of study; and the national study for the CFB as a 
whole. In order to best utilise cadres and develop contacts 
and members, we must concentrate on the last two types, 
continuing_ our national study commitments and· making use of 
shorter study courses in order to develop group members and 
more working class contacts, who grasp and practice the 
central principles of Marxism-Leninism. 
Leadership. The leadership of the group has still not, since 
the' ·last AGM, developed as a collective meeting regularly. 
This is essential if we are to carry out the tasks set in JUne 
and those :in this Assessment. The whole group must ensure 
that the committee does .in fact meet and is giving a lead. 

We must develop a greater understanding of the 
function of leadership, and combat erroneous ultra-democratic 
ideas both within the group and in the CFB. The committee has 
a responsibility to devise policies and to develop and use 
cadres well. Attention should be paid to the development of 
individual members of the group with special reference to 
women members. It must give bold, but not rash leadership 
and must win conviction for correct. policies and lines.. Its 
members must overcome individualist modesty and see their job 
as an objective necessity forbuilding the Party. T~e loading 
positions in the group should be held by the most politically 
advances members of the group .. 
National Perspectives. ~uring this crucial period in the de
velopment of the Party, the London group must . fight against any 
regression by the CFB. This can best be done by - building the 
group locally, strengthening the :1:-nter-group links in mass work 
and consolidating the work on the Programme. We must bu~~ our . 
contacts, giving the group a genuine base from which to work .. 
The Invitation meetings will be an essential part of this. 
Joint meetings to discuss mass work should be arranged with 
other CFB groups. The group must give all assistance to those 
members involved in the work on the Programme. 

At our last AGM we recognised that we can best build 
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the CFB by building the London group.. We have quite correctly 
attempted to reverse the position of the group at the last SGM 
as an intellectual service industry· to the Federation. For the 
first time the group has an identity of its own and a real 
potential for developme:q.t.. We must however avoid the danger 
of small group mentality.. We do not build the London group as 
an alternative to the CFB, but in order to strengthen it, We 
must cont1nue to assume national responsibilities, and to fight 
for the development of national lines and policies.. IXlost im
portantly, we must intensify the level of struggle against 
incorrect ideas and so help to build the CFB into a strong and 
militant organisation of the proletariat. 

III .. Perspectives f£E. the Federation .. 
Our Main Task.. Our main task is the development of collective 
and unified practice around agreed policies, and the ending of 
federalism in order to build the vanguard Partyo 

A developing Marxist-Leninmst Party has to achieve a 
full understanding of certain major strategic and theoretical 
points.. One example of this is the analysis of classes.. The 
fask of providing a correct analysis of classes in imperialist 
Britain is of the highest importance. Such an analysis, routed 
in our theoretical and practical involvement in class struggle, 
will provide an understanding of the political terrain essential 
to the Party which will become the general staff of the working 
class.. · 

Federalism is an unsatisfactory but necessary stage 
through which the British M-L movement has to pass. It is 
the result of a recognition of areas of political ignorance 
within, and differnnces between, the component groups and the _ 
fact that these need to be overcome in the course of developing 
:.:· · : a democratic centralist organisation.. At the same time, 
rederalism provides the organisational form for maximising the 
interch~nge and polemic between different groups, and thus an 
arena ii?- which the struggle for a higher unity level of~ can 
be carr1ed through.. . -----""---............... .4'.: 

This unity will not of course develop spontaneously, 
but only through constant, deliberater9,nd conscious struggle 
between different lines and continual ~ppraisal of our collective 
practice.. In the final analysis, the CFB will progress or 
fragment depending on whether it unifies its practice.. Without 
such a unified practice there is n mere collection of activities 
in the localities and an academic debating group at national level .. 

London still stands by the lino against tne · continued 
existence of groups' autonomy, put to the last SGM by the 
Committee.. 1!Je hope that all groups will .reappraise the argu
ments used then in the light of our _most recent problems. 
This next SGM has, however, been defined as an interim one 
and we will therefore concentrate on recent events, though we 
want to make it clear that we see the roots of many of our 
present problems in the failure to resolve this question of 
hew to develop collective and unified practice around agreed lines o 

The Main Obstacles to Advance.. This problem has often been 
posed as an adminstnntive or organisational one.. It is not .. 
It is a question of political will, and our failure to develop 
is a result of political \<Teaknesses which stand in the way of 
qualitative change.. The main negative characteristic of the 
Fedreation is Liberalism. This manifests itself in all our 
work, and in many ways.. The small group mentality which places 
the cosiness of the family circle above the need··to develop a 

-disciplined organisation, the ultra democratic tendency which 
denies the importance of leadership, are both forms of liber-
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al:i,.sma In particular it· denies. the j.mportance of struggle. 
Thus policies are agreed but no:t implemented, . because no pol
it.ical conviction has peen won through struggle.. At 'other 
times matters are allowed to slide, .and contradictions papeeed 
over in last minute compromises. On the other hand, the failure 
to deal directly with erroneous tendencies leads to the devel
opment of ultra-leftism an9- sectarian arrogranc.e.. All of these 
tendencies - and particularly Liberalism - must be rigorously 
combatt~d. 

The ·Failure to Carry 6ut Policy·., At the last SGM a :p.uiilber of 
policy statements were agreed, and since then we have agreed 
policies and outline policies on Ireland, on the last electio:p., 
as well as on nationalisation and the .dangers of racism and 
f as cism.. Bef<;>re the last SGM we had, as a Federation, nothing 
to say about Britain and the immediate political problems that 
face ·the ~..rorking class. Now that ··we have something to say we 
must exa~ine'what in fact we have done. · 

The mQ.jor statements on the international and national 
situations have been published and that is all! No campaign 
has b een mounted_in:volving sales of the relevant MLQ,- following 
this up with meetings where we can propagate our. line and learn 
from criticisms mad.e· by our contacts~ Although a considera..ble 
number, over 200, have been sold in London (mainly through · 
New Era, and to a lesser extant through Collett 1 s) we have been 
inhibited from ·such a campaign both because of disagreement 
v.ri th certain formulations in Section B, and because of the 
l a ck of any consistent drive from the CFB ·nationally • 

. :The previous SGM did litt~e to ensure that collective 
CFB d ecisions would mean very much, because each group could 
choose lfrhe the;r it wanted tC? apply any given line at . any gi veri 

· time. This in our view, made the testing and improvement of 
any line thtough collective practice extreme.ly unlikely. · It 
1vas f or t.his reason that we abstained .on the final and cruu-ial 
Emer gency Resolution. Nevertheless; we made it clear that in 
that r e solution's definition of the fuajor politi~al tasks to 
b e vndret aken, we were in complete agreement. Hurther, all 
groups agreed that the question -of the programme and its 
immediate development must be in . the centre of all our acti
vities, (see MLQ 7, final paragr~p~ of the Introduction). As 
gr oup s stated that they needed a fuller understanding of the 
meani ng and i mpl i cation of this p:rogrammi·\jic work, we went 
~long with the idea of a short intensive study course. But 
now, nearly ·.t1i.rie mo~1.ths after t he origi;na l proposal from 
Coventry, ar.d. n early ·four months after the course was agreed, 
we understar.d t hat. Gl a sgow and Leed s have not yet started and 
that Live:rpcol have discontinued t he course. To agree such 
an explicit . and O~ro:din'g para..gr app as that ref ered : to in MLQ, 
and then s ee.ningly. .forget all about it, ca.::n only be character
is-ed a s liberalism o;f .the most extreme kind .. · 

The s ame can be s q..id of t h e GM on publications . 
which is noY emer .gi pg. a s one of the more academic and unreal· 
in the CFB 1 :3 hi'story.. Firstly, some groups beha,t!ed anarchi
s ti.cally in failing to. s end in promised articles and thus 
ki -lling St:ruggl e well b efore . the :plarine'd GM which ha,d been 
agr eed t b c\3'aide its f a t e .. Then at t .he GM, grdups voted to 
rest art Struggle in a ne1.v f oim using our own press.. Straight
a'bvay - aft:er-mrds s:ome groups which had · voted 1 pol.i tically 1 for 
Struggl e s E id that th~y had neither the po·li tical, cadre or 
f'inam~ial : .'e sourse s to carry · the decision through.· We must 
say tha t t ') the extent that gro'ups were not prepared to , . · 
provide th :=; s e ne cessary r esources but appro'ved the publication 
i n general ·, they were being irresponsible • · 'vie reaffirm our 
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belief in the need for a clearly written monthly review of 
events which can popularise and develop our policies and allow 
us as anational b6dy 'to give a political lead at a time of 
severe crisis. Fo~ this, national and local leaflets and 
broadshee·ts - useful as they are - cannot be a substitute. 
Our contacts in London have frequently remarked on the absence 
of Struggle, and have rightly seen this as a backward moveo 
We hope the SGM will reaffirm the decision on Struggle and 
more importantly, will win real conviction to carry it through. 

Of course ~1LQ has been held back by the same lack 
of finance and political commitment to its production. For 
example, we .do not understand how a group can produce its own 
theoretical ·journal as a result of criticism of MLQ, and then 
withdraw its serving member on MLQ, without offering a 
replacement.. · 

· In general, we believe th~t our publications have 
taken a step backwa:rds and that this has been a result of a 
'mountain-stronghold' small group mentality, liberalism and 
a lack of leadership .. 
The Failure to Develop .Polemic.. However, we are not only faced 
with a liberal and ultra-democratic attitude to decisions arrived 
at.. There has al·so been an even more sermous failure to develop 
polemic .. 

The failure of groups to reply to our open letter 
snnt last April, has hind:ered the progress of healthy polemic 
in the CFB.. We can see that there is some justification for 
groups not replying f~lly on those points which are subject to 
further investigation, thuugh even here groups should have 
explained whether _they ·>agreed with any or all of these formu
lations. · Ou,tb.o other questions, such as the comparative 
strength -of the US and USSR, the rate of degeneration of East
earn Europe, Chinese foreign policy and most important, the 
relationship of internal to external contradictions. On these, 
it is quite wrong for those who supported these formulntions to 
refuse to say why, still more to regard our requests as 'pro
vocative' - as Glasgow has alleged at the last (Nov.) NC. To 
ffie prevented from amending such formulations at the last SGM 
was bad enough.. To then be prevented from debating them in the 
following year, after they have · been passed by a narrow majority 
and may- 'well now be only minority viewpoints, is indefendible. 
Especially by those who claim they place ideologiaal unity 
first.. Coventry 1-s original draft of this Section B was so 
different from the last minute Glasgmv ducument, that it is 
clear, as those groups accepted at the time, that the approved 
section was a rather hasty compromise o 'v·Je do noi;6bject to this: 
a compromise similarly had to be reached at the GM on the 
General Election., vJhat cannot be accepted is if ~this is then 
stated to be a 1 majori-ty line' on which no further debate will 
be encouraged or developed.. We ought to add that one of the 
notable faults of the whole of the CFB has been an ultra-left 
yendency .to argue about f9rmulations without making a concrete 
analysis of that aspect Of the real world under discussion. 

This error is :;;>articularly clear in the past period 
when some comrades have not only refused to take part in open 
struggle on thefusues meDtioned above, but are now making little 
or no contribution to tha vvorking gro,~ps investigating the main 
con~;roversial issues 0 • • 

The consequences of the GM on Ireland show s~m~lar 
we;:aknesses .. There was again the tendency to use amajority in 
in an adminstrative way, and refuse to show in detail where the 
~inor±ty line was, in tha majority's view, incorrect. It is 
not therefore surprising that the detate aas often conducted in 
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an uncomradely way. We believe it will be very important at 
the next SGM to approach all positions, majority and minority, 
fraternally and seriously, and consciously use the struggle 
betwe~n different lines to build unity. 

We do not ask that one form of liberalism be sub
stituted for another: policy debates must be sharp and clear. 
But the ultra-left tendency of treating all political differ
ences as irreconcileable, is one that has severely damaged the 
M-L movement in the last ten years. 
Small Group Mentality. The unsatisfactory, compromise solu
tiqn arrived at by the last SGM, meant that no collective 
policies or practice could be developed. Furthermore, the 
role of leadership was denied, and instead the groups took 
upon themselves a number af unrealistic tasks. When this 
became apparent - instead of questioning the basis on which 
the compromise was arrived at, several groups began to regress 
even further. They started to counterpose national tasks and 
responsibilities to the necessity for building bases in 
the locality. 

There is no way in which local work can be done, 
building a base ~ Communists, without having a positive line 
on those issues raised in the sections on the international 
and national situations. Thmse who counterpose local work to 
national policy making, saying that we must build bases first, 
are separating into different compartments what must be a 
unity. Without international and national policies there can 
be, ,for Communists, no local bases: without local bases, 
policy making is a mere academic exercise. 

· The same is true of our fialure to make progress ' on 
working lines, especially the Trade Union working line. This 
delay has been most disapointi.ng. It is another example of 
the danger of relying on any one group to make progress nati
onally. The two key aspects of the CFB's work, as defined by 
the Emergency Resolution, must become, in our opinion, the 
responsibility of the national leadership and not of any one 
group.. This should be regardless of where particular drafts 
were initiated. By this we mean that once a draft has been 
produced of a working line or any main policy statement, it 
should then be regarded as the property and responsibility of 
the national leadership - the NC and the EC. They must then 
make certain that proposed amendments and alternatives are not 
just left with one group, but are carried 'throl:l.gh by the NC. 
The fact that little progress has been made on the TU line 
after more than six months is another reminder of what happehs 
when decisions are "put back to the groups". Tho purpose of 
having a national leadership, whose main responsibilities are 
national, is exactly to overcome this kind of delay. 
The Negation of Leadership and Ultra-Democracy~ The question 
of developing a leadership, consciously and care.fully, has al
ways been a vital one for revolutionary organis~tions. The 
Leninist stress on the importance of leadership has always been 
attauked by t'1ensheuik and other liberal tendenc:tes.. The 
criticism has always been raised of those who st~ress the need 
to develop experienced and capable cadres - that this is merely 
a subjective desire manifested · by the arrogant m:\to.cratic and 
bureaucrat individuals j_n the movement. The fact is, however, 
that the development of :gadres is second only in } .. mportance to 
that of the political lint of .advance. And without the con
scious development of cadres the CFB will make no progress. 
It is natural enough that the CFB, with its decentr·•alised be
ginnings in the JCC - described in paragraphs 46 ami 59 of the 
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2nd SGM Report - should be backward in developing cadres. But 
there is still an important tendency within the CFB that seems 
to work on the principle that an organisation which is rela
tively small and inexperienced connot realistically discuss the 
question of leadership. This often leads to the rejection of 
the idea itself or of a mechanical view that leadership is 
something that can just be acquired or transferred like an 
item of clothing~ 

Within the NC, since its inception, there has been 
a constan~ battle on this question. On the one hand there are 
those who want the NC develop primarily as a national leader
ship as defined in paragraph 158 of the Report, and secondly, 
to act as arepresentative assembly of the views of the groups. 
Of course, the first could otily b~ done~ i~ the process of 
carrying out the second, but its need to develop into a gen
uinely national collective body, working on behalf of the 
whole Federation, is stressed.. The alternative, primarily 
representative view, has bee~ put by those who have tended 
to oppose any decmsion being made before it has been feferred 
back to the gro1.1ps. In other words, these comrades have been 
unwilling to int·erpret group views when a decision had to be 
made, unless their group had known more or less precisely what 
the options were before the. NC. Nevertheless, we believe some 
progress has been made on this issue and there have been sig
nificant occasions where the NC has agreed to make a decision 
on the basis that members would fight fmr it in the groups, 
rather than acting like limp post-boys who can only pass on 
previously dictated messages. Similarly, this has been linked 
with an improvement in London, as in other groups, · in the 
preparation for the NC meetings, which enables the NC not 
only to merely represent group views, but to croate a higher 
unity. This ought . to be the purpose of NC discussions and . 
polemic. 

. But such a national perspective will not become 
general until the EC is willingly given more r esponsibility 
in the manner envisaged in paragraph 157, of ·the Report. A 
small and young organisation -like the CFB is necessarily 
lacking in experienced cadres. This has been shown by the 
number of times when policy drafts of one kind or another 
have heeded to be prepared, and we have either failed to find 
anyone or we have loaded it onto someone who is already unable 
to complete the tasks he/she has adequately.. An EC that does 
not have the benifit of the maximum of the experience and 
ability available, and does not represent the most significant 
trends in the :CFB, must be an unsatisfactory body. Here the 
refusal of Glasgow to allow TS's nomination to go forward, has 
hindered the EO's development.. In the present concreto situ
ation, it has guaranteed continuous and negative suspicions to 
f ester in the approach of the same comrades to the EC. 'Linked 
to this is the shackling of the NC meetings by the frequent 
insistence of discussing at length, small items of EC pro
posals, at the expense of the larger and more impprtant areas 
of policy .. 

The most glaring example of this wrong approach, 
was the r efusal to give the EO the responsibility for drafting 
the overall political report to the coming SGM, to be put 
through the NC to the groups. To restrict the EC to an 
organisational clearing house for ·matters of detail- a 'dross 
collector', as it was explained- is to negate any idea of 
the development of the executive committee as the leading 
dore of the Federation.. The alternative adopted, of all six 
groups drafting their own, separate political analyses and 

' 
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reports is a return to some of the worst days of the JCC. It 
is a guarantee of considerable political confusion, "\)ecause 
of the lack of coherent structure and will necessarily lead 
to groups experiencing severe frustration. They will see 
important points ignored, in the welter of different ideas 
and proposals at a mere two day meeting. Sur0ly it should 
be commonplace for a revolutionary organisation, that reports 
are produced from the centre and ame.nded as necessary by the 
groups or branches. It was for this that the EC was set up -
toprepare reports and policy proposals. In fa.ct the last SGM 
would not have had the coherence and purpose it had, without 
the original Committee report, which either represented the 
views of some comrades, or alerted others to what they consi
dered errors, and allowed them to prepare alternatives or 
amendments. 

We believe, therefore, that the NC should be more 
clearly defined as the national, leading body and not as an 
occasional collection of mandated delegates. In addition, 
the EC ·Should be strengthened to carry out its duties. And 
as in the leadership of the groups, the EC should be composed 
of the leading comrades in the Federation. · 
Conclusion. VJhen we .have considered other group reports, we 
will be drafting a policy resolution to go before the SGM; 
along with those from other groups. But we are stating ~ 
clearly here and now that the CFB has a future only insofar 
as it agrees to make significant progress towards develop'ing 
a democratic centralist organisation.which not only discusses 
Communist p-olicy, but practices it in ·a unified and disciplined 
way. There wi·ll obviously be genuine disagreements about 
tho ·pace of ·such progress. But there can be no compromise 
on the principle that such prog~ess must be made now, that 
collective decisions can no longer be flouted as SGM, GM and 
NC decisions have been, and through such action, the present 
mood of pessism can be dispelled. The CFB has built up con
siderable experience of the problems of building a Communist 
Party in Britain. The potential exists for such experience to 
be developed and enriched, or to be fritted away by trying to 
recover the comfort of small friendship groups, which can 
occasionallY exchange experiences at such 'talking shops' as 
the old JCC. 

1975 is going to be a year of drisis for the bour
geois system and for the working .class. As · the imperialist 
exploitation of the third world countries is increasingly 
being rejected by' the latter, pressures on profits and wages 
will intensify and with that so will the class struggle. 
Whether this period ends with the establishment of Fascism, 
or with a socialist revolution, will depend on the ability of 
Communists to overcome the immediate problems, grasp the 
correct line and develop inseparable links with the working 
class. Lenin's slogan in his fight for the development of the 
Bolsheviks, and in his advice tm all those building Communist 
organisations in Capitalist Europe, is a$orrect now as it was 
then - "In its struggle for power, the proletariat has no 
other weapon but .organisation. 11 
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The key question for the CFB is how we build unity 
in a principled manner, to overcome the differences that 
exist, and enable us to fulfill our duty as Communists in 
what is objectively an increasmfugly serious situation. We 
hope that in the period before this crucial SGM, groups 
will study certain guidelines used by Mao Tse-Tung and the 
Chinese Communist Party. 

"The democratic method of resolving con
tradictions among the people (is) epito
mised ••• in the formmla 'unity-criticism
unity'e To elaborate , it means starting 
from desire for unity, resolving contra
dictions through criticism or struggle, 
and arriving at unity on a new basiso•o• 
The essential thing to start from is a 
desir? for unity. For without this 
desire for unity the struggle is certain 
to get out of hand. Wouldn't this be · 
the same as 'ruthless struggle and_mer
ciless blows'? And what Party unity 
would there be left? ••• !Learn from past 
mistakes to avoid future ones and cure 
the sickness to save the patient'." 
(Onthe Correct Handling of Contradictions 

Among the People, Ch.1, Sel. Read.355) 

It. is in this spirit we have made these criticisms and will 
be making o~r proposals. 

London Group 
26/1/75. 


